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The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, the representative
organization of the over 1.5 million Americans of Ukrainian descent, joins
the global Ukrainian hromada in celebrating the 25th Anniversary of the
adoption of Ukraine’s Constitution.
After a centuries-long struggle for independence – twenty-five years ago
today, the Verkhovna Rada (parliament) of Ukraine secured a legal
framework for an independent country. The adoption of Ukraine’s
Constitution on June 28, 1996 was an important milestone in the life of the
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people of Ukraine by ensuring their human and civil rights while protecting
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their country’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.
May Ukraine’s Constitution, the backbone of the country, always protect
the rights of her citizens and keep the government accountable to her
people.
Glory to Ukraine on Constitution Day!

On July 7, 2021, nominations will close for the Ukrainian World Congress'
Youth Diaspora Initiative: "30 under 30. Generation Independence." This
initiative aims to introduce Ukraine and the world to talented young leaders
who are at the forefront of the Ukrainian diaspora globally.
We invite you to spread this message on your social networks:
www.fb.watch/6kv7WW1T2x
Nomination is open to Diaspora Ukrainian youth under the age of 30 who
are active in their local communities and have lived outside Ukraine for at
least 2-5 years. Nominees will be considered for their initiative, creativity,
teamwork and leadership skills, volunteering in the Ukrainian community,
as well as achievements in their country of residence.
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Tomorrow, for the first time in history, Ukraine will play its first-ever playoff
match at the the European Football Championship #EURO2020!
Prior to this year’s tournament, Ukraine had only appeared in two previous
UEFA European Championships – Euro 2012 and Euro 2016. When
Ukraine co-hosted the 2012 Championship, Ukraine won their opening
game 2–1, defeating Sweden in Kyiv. This Tuesday, June 29, Sweden has
their rematch against Ukraine.
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Over 40 million Ukrainians & countless fans from over the globe will be
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rooting for the Ukrainian national team.
#МиЗбірна #вірювзбірну #we_are_UA #україно_вперед #go_ukraine
#завтра_на_полі_їх_буде_не_11 #завтра_нас_буде_40_мільйонів

Chargé d’Affaires Kristina A. Kvien and the staff of the US Embassy will be
rooting for Ukraine

Support UCCA With A Monthly Or 1-Time Donation
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